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STAY SANE
LOGLINE
A young and talented actress has to face her self doubts after her boyfriend gets cast in
a blockbuster the same day she blows an important audition. Will the acting technique
that once brought them together help her overcome her struggles?

SYNOPSIS
Set in Los Angeles, California 2019, STAY SANE is a story about a relationship between
two aspiring and talented actors, Tara and Tomi who both struggle to pursue their
dreams in a city known for destroying hopes and dreams easily.
When Tomi finally gets cast in a Blockbuster on the same day Tara blows an important
audition, everything starts falling apart and Tara's inclination to alcohol and pills almost
leads to a disaster.
Accentuated by a powerful soundtrack, the colorful collage of a few days in their
relationship illustrates that we can all stumble, emphasizing the importance of a healthy
relationship. In the end you don't need someone who understands you, you just need
someone who wants to and shows up when you need it the most to remind you to
believe in yourself.
The beautiful finale is a breathtaking rave of color, vivid and beyond romantic,
idealistic, taking the audience away into the land of Meisner Acting Technique.
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About the director
Hana Wagner from Austria , born in Slovakia ( Czechoslovakia back in the days), graduated the
Directing/Film Making Program at Los Angeles Performing Arts Conservatory and continued to
study Screenwriting. In May 2017 she launched Hana Wagner Independent Production KG in
Vienna, specializing in independent movies and music video productions. STAY SANE marks
a new beginning for her after working in Real Estate Development for years. She is a mum of
two daughters. One of them is actress, singer and songwriter Tea Wagner alias Tea Belle who
wrote the soundtrack and sang all the songs for STAY SANE.

Director statement
I was inspired by the one and only city of Los Angeles that I fell in love with when I first got off
the plane there in 2011. Living here in this surreal world surrounded by struggling actors and
dreamers I experienced it all around me how hard it is to be living in this paradise where
everyone is constantly putting themselves out there and dealing with rejection every single day.
Even though I am not an actor I attended a Meisner Technique class as part of my film making
program and witnessing how intense it was for actors was truly mesmerizing for me.
I heard a story about people actually falling in love while doing the Meisner exercise and it was
so powerful to me that one day when I was driving down to LA from Palm Springs I envisioned
the entire movie.
For me a movie without a soundtrack that triggers emotions is not a movie so I always knew I
needed a good soundtrack. So getting the songs to a point where they fit my vision was
another big part of the work. And as my daughter Tea is a talented singer and songwriter I
didn’t have to look far for someone to collaborate.
Representing the scenes through colorful aesthetics was another super important aspect for me
that I tried my best to achieve since I’ve always been super into saturated rich colors. No
wonder Tarsem Singh and his masterpiece “The Fall” a breathtaking rave of color is one of my
favorites. Especially for the finale of my movie our entire team worked hard to get the best
colors out of the theatre set up.
Shooting and directing STAY SANE was an intense experience since almost all actors are good
friends of mine and we had a lot of fun on set too.
One of the people I need to thank the most for how beautiful it turned out is our amazing
cinematographer Errol Webber who is the youngest person ever to work on an Oscar winning
documentary "Music by Prudence". Another movie he worked on "American Promise" won U.S
Documentary Special Jury at the 2013 Sundance Film Festival and was nominated for three
Emmy Awards.
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Technical details
DURATION: 18’15”
COMPLETED: 05/19/2020
TYPE OF PRODUCTION: Drama, Lovestory
RECORDING RESOLUTION 8K
FILM WAS SHOT ON: Red Helium 8K
FINAL FILM FORMAT: Apple ProRes422HQ 4096x1716 (4K Cinemascope)
ASPECT RATIO: 2:39:1
SOUND Stereo 2.0
LANGUAGE English

Promotional
SCREENER LINK
OFFICIAL WEBSITE:
TRAILER:
IMDB:
DIRECTORS IMDB:

by request
www.staysanethemovie.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YUD7YVuMcW0
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt11295548/?ref_=nm_flmg_act_2
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm10679351/?ref_=tt_ov_dr

Natasha Clarke and Anton Kettunen
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CAST

Natasha Clarke

as Tara Brown

Anton Kettunen

as Tomi Salonen

Antoine Williams

as Agent Paul

Rachel Bailit

as Dr. Stevens

Jennifer Penner

as Nurse Jane

Megumi Morino

as Nurse Akiko

Shin Matsuba

as Patient Yu-ji

Kendall Howie

as Nurse John

Tea Wagner

as Amy Robbie

CREW
Director/ writer / Executive Producer Hana Wagner

Errol Webber

Cinematographer

Hana Wagner, Natasha Clarke

Producer

Franklin Fuentes

Line Producer

Natasha Clarke, Hana Wagner

Art Director

Hana Wagner, Franklin Fuentes

Casting
Composer

Artsiom Matsveyeu, Tea Wagner
Tea Wagner

Soundtrack

Jennifer Penner

1.AC
Stylist/ Wardrobe/ Set designer

Louka Amalie

Hair and Make-up

Hannah Reed

Key Grip

Felix Penaranda

Script Supervisor:

Reinhard von Metternich

BTS Photography

Kendall Howie

Digital Coloring

Stuart Ferreyra

Sound mixer
Re-recording Mixer

Brett McCabe
Erik Brena
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CONTACT / DISTRIBUTION / SALE
HANA WAGNER
staysanethemovie@gmail.com
hanahw@me.com
+43 676 5117090
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